Emerson Exchange EMEA

Feb 27th – 29th 2024

Experience the latest measurement technologies and find solutions to your industry challenges

Get Inspired
Learn from your peers; case studies on some of the most challenging automation projects.

Get Updated
Test drive the latest technologies & meet experts in the 5000m² EXPO.

Get Trained
Boost your career by developing your skills with certificated courses.

EXPLORE. ENGAGE. EVOLVE.

Convention Center Düsseldorf, Germany

REGISTER NOW >
Presentations
- 54 User Presentations
- 12 User Cases from Emerson
- Topics: Sustainability, Operational & Safety Excellence, Maintenance & Reliability, Projects, Digital & Business Transformation

Other Sessions
- Roadmaps covering the Latest and Future Measurement Solutions Innovations
- Industry & Technology Forums
- Training sessions

Exposition
- Flow, Level, Pressure, Temperature and Analytical devices covering a variety of Industry Applications
- Product Launches
- Live demonstrations

German Track
- German Speaking Users Presentations
- “Meet the German Experts” at the Expo
- Focus on Namur Standards for the Chemical Industry

Training Sessions
- Coriolis Flow measurement fundamentals
- WirelessHART Networks
- Guided Wave Radar Level measurement best practices
- Radar Proof-testing
- Non-intrusive clamp-on flow measurement technology
- DP-Flow measurement fundamentals

EmersonExchange.org/EMEA